SUMMARY
III Festival of non-formal education

Results of competitions held
in frames of the III Festival
of non-formal education

Women’s bible? Experience
of work with a book «Women
Who Run with the Wolves»
by C. Estes in frames
of a study circle for women
Aliona Velichko
The author presents a book «Women Who Run with the
Wolves» by C. Estes, its essence and an experience of
co-reading with participants of a study circle.

The material presents competitions organized in frames of
the Festival, and a list of their winners.

«Open space» for a partnership and collaboration
Sergey Laboda
The material describes Open Spacе held in frames of the III
Festival of non-formal education. Mane principles of its
realization, a law and a warning, as well as a brief fixation of
results are presented.

III Festival of non-formal
education: a view of a tyro
Inna Hodas
The material presents an opinion about the Festival from the
point of view of both a participant and an organizer.

A Festival of non-formal
communication
and a friendship
Babek Mamedov
The author shares his thoughts about the Festival of nonformal education in Minsk, about an informal education in
general, and about Belarus and Belarusians.

Life-long adult education:
is educational system ready
to react at a new society
demand? (part 2)
Julia Nikulina, Natalia Ryabova
The material presents results of an analysis of a situation at
the market of educational service for life-long education
(internet research) and results of an expert interview with
heads and specialists from organizations providing adult
education service. Interviews and a research where held in
frames of start conditions investigation for a «dvvinternational» project «Adult education support in
Republic of Belarus».

A unique pack of metaphoric
associative cards
Alexander Gorobchenko,
Marina Evmenchik
By means of this material readers can get acquainted with
metaphoric associative cards — a unique tool and a helper
of the specialist working with groups (a psychologist, a
trainer, a consultant, a pedagogue, an educator etc.),
history of its origin, main principles of use, and a field of
application.

The World Café:
small conversations
with a deep meaning
Alena Lugovtsova
The article introduces a technology of the World Cafe,
presents comment and recommendations for preparation
and realization of the technology, examples from practice of
the Cafe in Belarus.

A legal provision of the lifelong education: experience
of an Armenian association
«Adult education and a lifelong education
Arevik Sargasyan
The article provides a basis for a legal regulation of life-long
education in Armenia, experience and activity results of the
Armenian Association for Adult Education.

We want to learn
Babek Mamedov
The article presents an experience of a joint project of
NGOs and municipal authorities in Mingechevir (Azerbaijan)
to address problems of adult education and employment,
as well as prospects for sharing this experience with other
cities and regions.

